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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

-ICAL NOTE 2363

ON TEE LIPPLICATIONOF MM!HIZU HJNCTIONSIN THETKEOM OF

SUBSONICCOMPRESSIBLEFLOWPAST OSC~TDJG AIH?OILS

By Eric Reissner

An account is given of
functions of the problem of

explicit solutions in terms of Mathieu function
two-dimensional.subsonic compressible

flow past oscillating airfoils. The results are applied to the
calculation of three-dimensional corrections for the two-dimensional
theory and the effect of the incorporation of the three-dimensional
effects on the Mathieu function solution of the two-dimensLonal
problem iS shown. The developments - formal and must be supple-
mented by an appreciable amount of numerical calculations before the
theory can be applied to specific problems.

13?TROlXJCTION .

The present report is concerned with the linearized theo~ of
oscillating airfoils in two-dimensional and three-dimensional subsonic
compressible flow. .

The pro~lem of two-dimensional flow was first treated in 1938 by
Possio (reference 1) who reduced it to an inte~l equation and obtained
approx&te solutions of the integral equation by collocation methods.
Subsequentlyj various authors have extended Possio’s work and have
applied other appro-te methods to the solution of Possio’s integrsl
equation. Detailed references and a survey of the existing results
may be found in a monograph by Karp, Shu, and Weil (references 2 and 3).

A second method of treatment deals directly with the boundary-value
problem of the differential equation for the velocity potential or the
acceleration potential. If this is done, it is found that an explicit
solution of the problem may be obtained by introduction of a suitable
curvilinear coordinate system and that this explicit solution is in
terms of Mathieu functions. The earliest report containing this
Mathieu function approach to the problem under considemtion appears
to be that of Sherman and the present author (reference 4). Independently,
a similar approach, differing in details, Was used by Biot (paper pre-
sented at the Sixth International Congress for Applied Mechanics, Sept. 1946,

- —. —.. ..— —-—-— -- —---- —- .. .—. — — ——— -
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but not available in published form), Timman (reference 5), and Haskind
(reference 6). It appears that Haskind has gone furthest in presenting
the solution in a fozm suitable for the by no means simple numerical <
evaluation.

\

Part of the present report consists in a reproduction, with minor
modifications, of the existing results in terms of Mathieu functions
for the problem of two-dimensional flow. One of the reasons for this
reproduction is the application of these results, in the remainder of
the present report, to the problem of calculating three-dimensional
corrections for the results of the two-dimensional theory.

Just as the problem of two+nensional flow can be formulated in
terms of a one-dimensional integral equation, so the problem of three-
dhensional flow can be formulated as a two-dimensional integral equa-
tion. This has %een done in an ear13er report (reference 7). It has
also been shown in this earlier report that an appro-te theory for
three-dimensional effects can be obtained by making certain approxima-
tions in the kernel of the integral equation of the three-dimensional
problem. On the basis of these approximations, the three-diinensional
problem is reduced to what amounts to a succession of two two-dimensional
problqms. One of these two problem is of the nature of the problem of
the two-dimensional theory proper. The other problem consists in
determining the spanwise variation of circulation around the airfoil.
In the present report it will.be shown in which way the Mathieu function
solution of the two-dimensional problem is affected by the incorporation
of three-dimensional effects according to reference 7.

This work was conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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SYMBOLS

x, Y, z

H

t

u

u, w

Po

Cartesian coordinates

defined by equation of lifting surface Z = H(X,t)

time

main-stream velocity in X-direction

components of velocity change caused by presence of
lifting surface

density of undisturbed fluid
b.

—— -———— -——-—.—— —— — —
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.

x’>P

E kM.

1 - M2

v k=—
1 - M2

$-2

press- and density changes,
presence of lifting surface

respectively,’caused by

velocity of sound in undisturbed fluid

semichord

perturbation velocity

circular frequency of

potential amplitude

pressure amplitude

potential

oscillation

dimensionless coordinates defined by equations (17)
and (122)

Mach number of main stream (U/a)

reduced-frequency parameter (&/U)

modified potential amplitude defined by equation (20)

.

part of * representing noncirculatory portion of
flow

part of * representing circulatory flow around flat
plate at rest and at zero angle of.attack

elliptical coordinates

.-— —. . . . . . . ...—. — .—. — .—. —. —— -.. —.. .. ..— —.— — -. —...—— .—.
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F,G

c

c~> c%

sew Sen

AmnY ?mn

C%, Cen

Sem Sen

2m

%

‘cm

Jn(~)j Jn’(~) ,

Ii, z

NACA TN 2363

downwash”tiction defined by equation (41)

yressure amplitude at airfoil

functions determined by equations (45)

separation constant

even, periodic Mathieu functions

odd, peI’iOdiCMathieu tit ions

coefficients of Fourier series expressing c% and
s%, respectively

Mathieu-Hankel functions
c+, respectively

Mathieu-Hankel functions
sen, respectively

se~aration constants

corresponding

corresponding

coefficients defined by equations (84) ~

contribution to pressure at airfoil for
flow component

noncirculatory portion

coefficient defined by

moment about midchord

coefficient defined by

—

,.

to C% and

to S% and

and (56)

noncirculatory-

Of lift

equations (59) and (68)

equations (62) and (69)

hinge moment about x = c

aileron hinge-moment coefficient

Bessel functions and their derivatives, respectively

functions defined by equations (70)

function defined by equation (71)

——
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%h

J@), @

%(2)

w

A, B

y(a, ;(2)

U, T

coefficient defined

coefficient defined

function defined by

coefficient defined

arbitrary constant

Hankel functions of

by,equation (72)

by equation (73)

equation (74)

by equation (75)

second kind and of zeroth and
first order, respectively

.

coefficients h equation (78)

5

function definedby equation (79)

arbitrary parameters definedby equations (143)

coefficients defined by equations (85)

pre&re distribution at airfoil for circulatory-flow
component

circulatory portions of lift and moment, respectively

auxiliary variable of integration

arbitrary consta@ in equation (102)

function defined by equations (107) and (125)

modified Bessel functions

circulation fUIICtiOI1.

aspect ratio of surface

dimensionless spanwise coordinate given%y equation (123)

variable of integration !

function defined by

function defined by

quxiliary variables

equation (128)

equation (l=)

of integration

.— ..——_ . . . . . . —-—-—- -- - - — —. ——— — ——- .-
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Q function defined by equation (131)

E function defined by equation (132)

‘A) ‘B coefficients defined tith reference to equation (98)

QAJ QB coefficients defined in accordance with equation (~lh)

QC coefficient defined ~ equation (139)

Q(2) function definedby equation (146)

FORMULATION OF TWO-DllIENSIONALPROELEM ‘

Let Z = H(X,t) be the equation of a nearly plane lifting surface
in the path of an inviscid compressible fluid flowing with uniform
velocity U in the direction of the positive X--s. Because of the
presence of the lifting surface, the velocity field (U,O) is chang’ed
to (u + U,w). The disturbances caused by the presence of the lifting
surface are assumed to be small in the sense that the differential .
equations and boundary conditions of the problem may be linearized.

The differential equations are, in linearized form,

--—

p = a2p

(1) “

(2)

(3)

(4)

_————
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In equation8 (1) to (4), p. is the density of the undisturbed fluid,

a is the velocity of sound in the undisturbed fluid, and p and p
are the changes of pressure and density caused by
lifting surface.

The boundary condition of no relative normal
surface of’chord 2b is, in linearized form,

,

the presence of the

flow at the lifting

lXl~b, Z= *O, w=~+U~ (5)

The form of equation (5) indicates that w may be taken as an even
function of Z. The differential equations (1) and (2) then imply that
u and p may be taken as odd functions of Z. As the pressure change
p must be continuous except when crossing the lifting surface, it
follows that a further boundary condition may be taken in the form

(6).b~lxl, Z=O, p=o

Further conditions are the conditions of finite trailing-edge
velocity,

x = b, Z=o, u finite (7)

and the condition that the motion of the lifting surface produces energy
radiation without reflection at infinity.

The problem as stated may be solved by means of a perturbation
velocity jotential @, in terms of which

●

(8)

Combination of equations (8), (1), and (2) expresseq p in terms of ~,
as follows:

(9)

. —— ..——. .. . . . - ..—— — -.-—. ..—— . . ..— —- .-.— -- —-.—-—-—- ---- —--.-—
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Combination of equations (9), (8), (4), and (3) leads to a differential
equation for @ of the form

3! +
~x2

Boundary conditions for
are

1X1 ~

3%(??+”92’=0 “(lo)

~, besides the radiation conditional infinity,

b, ~.” M. Z+” Z
‘ bZ -at ax

(11)

X“=bj Z=”, ~ finite ‘
ax.

b~lXl, Z=”, W+”?l=”
at h

(12)

(13)

Attention is now restricted to the case of Smle harmonic motion,
by setting

@(x,z,t) = eiw(iz) (14)

Corresponding expressions are written for H and p.

The Mfferential equation for ~ is

&-+~- 1

ax2 az2
---@+ u&p=o (15)

while @e relatioribetween pressure amplitude ~ and potential aJ@i-
tude @ is of the form

~ ,=-Po@+@ (16)

...— — ..—.- —-—. ——
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At this stage
sionl.essvariables

.,

9

it is convenient to introduce the following dimen-
and parameters:

x
x=-

b

1

(17)

.2=-;.

. J

The differential equation (15) then becomes

In order to eliminate the first-derivative
function V is introduced, defined by

Setting

makes equation (19) read

(18)

-Eq.o (19)
1 - M2

a%f+%g+tt=j=o
ax2 az2

term in equation (19) a

where

kM.
R=

1- ~2

(20)

(=)

(22)

(23)

.

— .—– -..—— —— ..- -—— ——— — —— —— .——.
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Combination of equations (16),
pressure amplitude ~ the relation

NAC.ATN 2363

(20), and (21) gives for the

where

kv=—
1 - M2

(24)

(25)

In terms of the function ~ bounda~ conditions (n) to (13) assure?
the form ‘

a finiteX=l,
‘=0’ ax -

(26)

(27)

l~lxl, Z=o, “aivq++-=o (28)

The condition of no ~diation-ener~

Uii

reflection at infinity is
taken in the form

z~im, $ %

where r2 = x2 + z2 ~d where f
minus infinity.

Determination of the function

f(x,z)e-iEr (29)

tends to zero as z tends to plus or

V is facilitated by introducing
two functions WI and 42 such that

and where both ~1 and V2 satisfy the differential equation (22).

The boyndaq- conditions for V1 and ~2 are chosen as follows:

(30)

—
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Z=o,
alp—=
az

avl av2
x= 1, Z=o, —+— finite

ax ax

a*2 o
lSIXIY Z=o, *1=0, iv*2+—=

ax

It may be seen that the function V1 represents the

portion of the flow to be detemd.ned, while the function

o (31)

(32)

(33)

noncirculatory

*2 represents

the circulatory flow around a flat plate at rest and at zero s@Le of
attack. The intensity of the circulatory flow must be chosen such that
its infinite trailing-edge velocity cancels the infinite trailing-edge
velocity of the noncirculatory flow. ●

BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

.
Explicit solutions of

equations (22) and (30) to

REFEKIZNCETO ELU3?T1CAL

the problem as formulated by
(33) may be obtained through

cooRDQJ.mEs

means of
the introduc-

tion of efiiptical coordinates ~ ‘and ~. The Cartesim coordi-
nates (x,z)- are related to the coord3_nates (g,~) by means of the
equations

x= cosh ~ COS ~

1 (34)

z=sinhgsin~

The differential equation (22) becomes, in ’term;of the elliptical
coordinates,

(35) .

. — — —.-—- ——--.-—--- -..-—— —-— - —---—- — . ——--——-. ———---—-—--- ——-—--
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are
Partial derivatives
related as follows:

where ‘ .“.

NACATN 2363

.

with respect to the old and new’coordinates

ax J

(36)

(37)

A= cosh2~ - COS2{ ,J
The boundary z = 0, [xI~ 1 becomes the bounda~ g = O,

0s J52YC. The boundary z = 0, x < -1 becomes the boundary

OS5.SM, C=fi. ‘lheboundary z=O, 1 < x becomes the bound.a~

OS~SM, ~=0. The boundary z=* becomes the boundary ~=co.

The coor&Lnate curves ~ = Constant are confoml ellipses with ~ = O
as the limiting ellipse 2=0, lxl~l. The coordinate curves

. ~ = Constsat are hyperbolas intersecting the ellipses ~ =
at right angles.

Boundary conditions (31) to (33) may now be written in
fOrm

.
)

constant

the following

,,

(38)

(39)

(40)

——. —
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The function g(~) follows from a comparison of equation (38) and
equation (31) in the form

(41)

from equation (24) it follows that the pressure amplitude ~a at
.

the airfoil may be written in the form

The ~roblem now is to solve equation (35) in-such a way that
boundary conditions (38) to (40) are satisfied. Solutions suitable
for this purpose will be discussed in the folJawing section.

MATEIEU FUNCTION SOLUTIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL

WAVE EQUATION

.

In the present section are summarized some known results Whi&h wilJ
be needed in what follows. Thesej and further developments, not neces-
sarily employing the same notation as that used here, may be found, for
instance, in a recent book by McLachlan (reference 8).

Suitable solutions of the differential equation (35) for V are
obtained

there is

Equation

by separation of variables, as fol_h&. ‘--Setting ‘

obtained

F“(g) G“(~)+ tc2cosh2~ -t— .
F(E)

K2 COS2C = o .
G(c)

(44)

.

(44) implies, with a sepa-ration,constant c, the fol.ltig
two equations:

F“ + (&

G“ - (R2

1

coshz~ - c)F = O7

COS2C - c)G = O
J

(45)

—. .—---- . .___— . . —
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Possible values of the separation constant c are determined by
the requirement that the functions G(c) are periodic of period ~.
The periodic solutions of the equation detemfi% G may be either
even or odd functions of “~. They may be written in the following form:

The function c~(~) has the same significance for,elliptical

(46)

(47)

coordinates as has the function cos m~ for polar coordinates. The
function s~(~) is a generalization of sinm~, in the same sense.

The coefficients Am and ~ maY be written as power series in K2.

The same is true for the separation constants cm and Csm. Evidently
these statements imply the following limiting behavior of the results:

(48)

1cm = c8m = m2

The fUIICtiOIISCem and sem may be normalized in various ways.
The following normalization condition is chosen here:

(49)

. The possibility of obtaining an explicit s@ution of the problem con-
sidered in this report is due to the following orthogonalityproperties
of the Mathieu functions (when m # n)

7
/

pl’t

,(50)

,

—— —— ——— —
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6

Coming now to the functions~ F(g), as determined by the first of
the differential equationa (45), there will be two linearly independent
‘solutions F(E) for each value-of the separation
two solutions must be combined in such a way that
infinity is as follows:

t

consttit c. ‘Eihese
their behavior at

(51)

This behavior is required in order that the energy-radiation condition (~)
be satisfied by the solution to be obtained. Functions F(g) which have
this property and which correspond to the functions cem({) and sem(()
are here designatedby C~(~) and S~(3).

In what follows these two systems of functions are considered”
normalized by the requirement that

Cem’(0) = S%’(O) =

Note that the functions Cem and Sem

tions C% and. S%* which are normalized

/
the relations C% = Cem* C~*~(0) and Sem

spon’dingstatement applies to the fgnctions

1 (52)

may be obtained from func-

i.na different msaner by

= Sem*/S~’(0). A corre-

c~ and sem.

There efist various infinite-series representations for Cem and

Sem for which reference is made to the literature (reference 8), as no
use of them is made in the present report.

As the problem under consideration is linear; all solutions of the
type here discussed may be combined

\
m

The constmts am and ~ will be

appropriate bounda~ conditions.

and written

+ ‘~ ~sem(L)Sem(~) (53)

determined by the application of

DETERMINATION OF NONCIRCULNYORY-FLOW COMPONENT

Considered first is the simpler problem of determining the func.
tion *1 which, as can readily be seen, corresponds to a flow without
circulation. .Boundary conditions (38) to (40) indicate that V1 till
be an odd function of ~; thus

.
.— —.—..— —— - ..—— —.— —
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*1 =:1%F?N)S%(5)=
Boundary condition (38) for ~ leads to the following relation:

-& ~ qn%(m’m’ (~) = g(c)

.

(54)

(55)

In view of the orthogona.lityrelations (50) and the normalization
conditions (49) and (52), the coefficients -~ are obtained from
equation (55) in the form

from

hn=J
o

- (1)The contribution pa
equations (42) and (54)

to the pressure at the airfoil follows

in the following fonu:

Ikom equation (57) it follows that the
of the lift may be written as

noncirculatory

(57)

portion Z(’)

The following abbreviation may be used:

Zm =
J

‘ieiPcos~~~ sin< SW(C) - ~en’ (C)] ~
o

..

(58)

(59)

_.. ————— ..—— —————-- — .—
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Then,

.

.

~(l) =
-2PJJ~b#m(o)2m (60)

A corresponding expression for the moment about midchord becomes

fro) (())= 2b2
r

@..(l) &

-1

= -2poub ~ vem(o)~

where

(61)

azm
= -i —

ap
(62)

./
Analogously, there is obtained for the hinge moment about x = c,

J
1

~c(l) . 2b2 (x - c)5y) dx = -2poUb ~ bmsem(o)%
c

where

It may be further indicated in which way the coefficients ~

(63)

(64]

and

Zm may be evaluated. By suitable integration by parts in equation (59)
there is first obtained

There are introduced into this equation the series

. . . . . .. --— .—--- —--— —-- -.———- —-—--—- -— — “
. ---- .—_. .—. — ._-. — ——. —
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and the relation v/Y = ~2. ~S @Ves

(67)

me integrals in equation (67) are we~-known formulas for ~ssel func-
tions and equation (67) may therefore be written in the alternate form

. .

from equation (62) it fo~ows then that

~-=-d(-.g-+~%.miny(p,

(68)

(69)

As tables exist for the coefficients ~ and the Bessel functions Jn(P)

and their derivatives Jnt(p), the coefficients ~ and ~ may

readily be evaluated for give. vaJ-uesof M ad k. ,

Before a similar statement can be made about the hinge-moment coef-
ficients ~ it will be necessary te tibulate the function

J
Cos-lc

e-W ..s ! cos mc d[

o

and its derivativewith respect to P for various values of m a.d CO

Having evaluated the coefficients 2m, ~,

necessary to evaluate the remainhg coefficients

(61), and (63), wch depe.d . the motion Of the
tions (56) and (41). As will next he shown, this
carried out for the two basic degrees of motion

%(x) =E

E(x) = &bx
}

and ma, it is next

~ in equations (60),

wing, through equa-
evaluation is readily

(70)

.

.

—
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.

There is obtained

Ue-wx _
gh({) ‘—F=”(

/

and

.

where

Ycl=-- —
2p &

~(-l)”inJn(v)

b

Ue-illx

‘(L) = -“(M+ ‘)

(n-)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

.

___ ——.—
_.. —--- . —— —. -— —-..————. - ___ _—— -—
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.

#

.

In order to evaluate the corresponding coefficients
motion one is again led to nontabulated integrals of the

for aileron
same form as

those occurring in the evaluation of the aileron hinge-moment
coefficients ~.

In summary it may be said that exiwting tables are adequate for
direct calculation of the noncirculatory part of lift and moment for
bending and torsion motion of the wing section but that additional
tables are required for aileron motion and for aileron hinge-moment
calculation.

DETEWINATION OF CIRCUI&ToRY-FLow COMPONENT

The essential difficulty tithe present problem is the determina-
tion of the function *2. Boundary conditions (38) and (&O) for $2

are homogeneous and so the solution *2 will contain an arbitrary

multiplicative constant. This my also be seenby rewriting the boundary
conditions for $2 in the form .

Z=o, lxl~l, 3$2- ()
az

ha o
l<~lj ivv2+—=Z= o,=

ax
1

(76)

IThe conditions for 1 ~ xl may be re-writtenin the form

z

z

where C is an arbitrary
the fact that the uniform
airfoil.

(77)

= o, X5-1, ~2.()

Q

= 0, 1 5X, *2 = ce-iVX 1
constant and where account has been taken of
main flow is undisturbed far in front of the

AS ‘+-2is an odd function of z, it follows that ~2 and .

aV2/ax are discontinuous across the line (z = O, 1 ~ x) and this iS

what is responsible for the inconvenience of the problem.

..— ——
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It had previously
following form:

21

been proposed (reference 4) to take $2 in the

where

r2= (x- x~)2+ Z2

The coefficients %(2) in equaticm (78) are then to be determined

a+p ~
from the remaining bounda~ condition, which requires that — =

az
when z = O, lxl~l. While this
it appears to lead to inconvenient

tion of the coefficients %(2).

An alternate procedure due to
believed to be the most convenient
use

and

As

of a function W defined by

determination is possible in principle,
formulas when it comes to the eval.ua-

Haskind (reference 6) is at present
apprc-ach. Haskind~s procedure makes

aw at2
_=iw2+—

az ax

required also to satis~ the differential equation V%

&T/az iS ~ odd funct:
is an even function of z.

outside the slit z = O,

the following form:

w=

on of z, it is ,inticated
Furthermore, the function

xl~l. Consequently, W

that

(79)

+tc%=o.
W itself

W is continuous

may be taken in

(80)

In order to obtain the coefficients ~ it is observed that the

first of equations (76) is equivalent to the following boundary conditim
for W:

Z=o, .<~, 33=()
II =

az2
(81)

—.— .— -- —c ..—. —— .—. . . . . .
.— — -_
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In view of the form of the differential equation for W, equation (81)
is equivalent”to the fo~cndng equation:

z= ‘y lxl~lj W= ACOS~X+Bsti”x K

Combination of equations (8o) and (82) shows that

The orthogonalityproperties of the functions cem lead then
following ~~ressions for the coefficients ~:

% =A~ + B~m

where

Jmcos (R cm {)C%(E) ‘%
~= o

Cem(0) 1
J

Tt
R-> .in (K cos ~)cem(~) d~

pm= 0
c%(o) I

J

Now

*

(82)

(83)

to the

(84)
,

(85)

(86)

m,

,,

— ——..—.
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&d

Calculation of lift ~~2) and moments Z(2) proceeds in a manner
which is entirely analogous to the procedure used in equations (~) to

(75) fio~rto obt~e~ressi~f or’ ~(l) ~d fi(l). These e~res-
sions may be readily listed as soon as numerical calculations are
intended.

The foregoing soluticm *2 still contains two arbitrary param.

eters, A and B, i~tead of–one as it should. The reason for this
is that, instead of the condition ~~~z = O at the airfoil, only

the less restrictive condition (iv + ~~x) ~~2/bz = O at the aifiofl

has been satisfied. A relation between A and B which takes account
of this fact is obtained as follows. l?rom

() ~(eivx~) 2?‘v+& $=e-iVxa

there is obtained by integmition

~ivx % x

]T
‘ivx~ ~ ~,~z=

-m az2-02

(88).

(89)

—.—T. — _ —_________ -— ———
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In view of
M2(-m, Z)iaz =

NACATN 2363

the form of the differential equation for W, and since
0, equation (89) is equivalent to the following equation:

“ -’r‘ivx’(%+.’%)“
eivx a’J2

az
(90)

Equation (90), when suitably applied, leads to the required relation
between the constants A and B. Since a~2/az = O at the airfoil,

equation (go) implies that

(91)

Since fi + K% = O when z = O and 1x1 <1, there follows from
a$

equation (91)

lim J-l+Geivx(&!i+.%)ti.O (92)
2+0 -m
6+0

Equation (92) may be transformed by integration by parts in various ways.
One such form is obtained by writing

This makes

OF - Vq
J -m ax

equation (92) appear in

r
-1 ~ivxaw(x, o) ~=

J

the following form:

—

[ J‘iv A(ivK SillE + K2e cos R) + B(iv cos tc- E sin ~) (94)

— — —. —— .—.
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Another equation which follows
equivalent to Haskind’s equation is

25

from equation (92) and which is
obtained by writing

Combination of equations (95) and (92) gives
D

(K2-V2) fleiv%l(x,O) d-x=
-m

e
[

‘iv A(iv COS K - K Sti tt) ( ]-Bcos~+&in K
K

.

(96)

It may be remarked that equation (96) cannot be used to obtain the
correct retiultfor the limiting case of incompressible flow for which
K = 0. The reason for this is, as will he shown, that when tc= O the
integral on the left of equation (96) is not convergent. On the other
hand, equation (94) does lead to the correct result iR the Mniting case
of incompressibility.

In order to evaluate equations (96) or (94) it is observed that,
for ~ = YC, X = -cosh ~ ~d dx = -sM ~ d~. Hence,

,

.—-———....-. —.. ——. —.— -—- .—— —--— — —— -.— —-.— — ——. -. —-. ..———..—. .
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NOW take w from equation (86) and obtati, first fr~ eq~tion (96))

[
Ae-iv(tc sin~ - iV cosi) +

[(:B e-iv cos ~ + ~
)

Stitc+

The corresponding result based on equation (94) is

rA e-iv~(iv sin ~ + ~ cos R) +

for all integer
of interest.

L.

.J
a

1(IC2- vz)~~cen(fi) e-iv cosh%en’ (g) d~ +
o

[

B e-iv(iv cos E - ~ sin ~) +-

J

m

1(R2-V2) ~ Bncen(fi) e-iv Cosh ‘CW’ (~) d~ = O , (99)
o

It thus appears that ,detemination of the appropriate values of the
ratio A/B Wolves the calculation of the set of infinite integrals

,

or

.

,

I

J
m

e
-ivcoshEcen?(~) dE

o

values of n and for whatever

.

values of R and V are

,

— ——..—_—
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It may finally be remarked that in the work of Haskind.(reference 6)
it is shown-that equation (98) can be replaced by an alternative equation
in which, instead of the above infinite integrals, there occur integrals
between the limits O, m. The integrand in these alternate integrals
consists of.products of a Mathieu function and a function which itself
is defined as an infinite integral involving a Hankel function in the
integrand.

OF CIRCULATORY-ILOW COMPONENT FOR

INCOMPRESSIBLEFLow,

The following discussion is intended to show the
Haskind’s function W in the derivation of the known
problem of incompressible flow.

Setttig ~ = O, ~boundary condition (82) becomes

Z=o, II
~~1, W=A+B.X

or

E

Solution (8o)

w=

2fi, W=A+Bcos~

K = o,

usefulness of
solution of the

(loo)

(101)

(102)

The constant ~o is arbitrary and may be set equal to 1. Comparison of
equations (102) and (101) shows t~t equation (101) iS satisfied by settfig .

aO=frfl .

al = (fi/2)B ,, 1(103)
~=o .-

(m =2,3,...)

and, consequently, the function W assumes the form

W=A(l+~)+E@cos~ (104)

—— .. . . . . . .——. _—_ —...__ .—.— .~.—. .-——-— ——--—--— ——.— — -—— — —
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– (2) at the airfoil becomes, according
.

The pressm distribution pa

to equation (87), .,’

( )_~a(2) =-P~u 1. aw
bsin(a~eO

(105)

Equation (94), which gives a relation between A and B, becomes, ‘
.

tith ~ = O,

J
m

V2 -ivcosh~ (A+ Be-E) d~= e
o

The integrals in equation (1o6) become, with

cosh ~ = L
1

.=.JI’KJ
expressible in terms of modified Bessel functions as follows:

(106)

(107)

(108)

.

—
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0

.J”e-qE& I . &_Ja

~-iv
= Ko(iv) + K@) - ~- ~(iv)

@v
=K1(iv) - ~ (109)

Combination of equations (106), (108), and (109) relates the con-
stants A and B in the following way:

.

BKl(iv) +AKo(iv) = o

Combination of eqwtions (105) and (110) gives the
expression for the pressure distribution at the airfoil
circulatory flow component.

(110)

required explicit
for the purely

It may finallybe remarked that use of equation (96) instead of
equation (94) is not permitted, when R = O, as the integral on the
left of equation (96) does hot converge when the function W of equa-
tion (104) is substituted in it. The reason for this is that W tends
to infinity for large values of ~ when ~ = O and does not do so
when R # O.

SATISFACTION OF TRAlLU?GED2E CONDITION

It remains to obtain one further condition, besides equation (98)
or equation (99), for the two constants A and B in equation (87) for

– (2). ma rema~g condition is the condi-the pressure component pa

tion of finite trailing-edge yelocity as expressedby equation (32).
As ~1 and ~2 themselves remain finite at the trailing edge, equation (32)

may be replaced by the following conditions:

a~l 8*2
z = o, x= 1, — + ivvp + —

ax r ax
finite (m)

— ..—. — —. -—.— - —.— .——— — —-
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Fkom equation (54) it follows that

N~_- 1 al ‘
2=0,

()

——
ax S~ c a~ ~a

From equations (79) and (8o) it follows that
,

a~2 1 aw
2=0,

()
iv$2-+—=— —

ax Sti ~ ag +0

1
.m

Combination of equations
further relation between

(W), (112), and
A and B:

x( kn + B@ cen(~) (113)

(~3) leads to the foldowing

(,U4)

that the coefficients ~ anti Pn are given byIt may be recalled

equations (85) and that the coefficients ~ are given by equation (56),
where the downwash function g is defined by equation (38).

,

VALUE OF CIRCULNTION FUNCTION .

For the purpose of the subsequent calculation of three-dimensional
corrections to the two-dimensional theory, there is needed the value of
the circulation function Q, defined by

. . zeiv~~(~)z=odx = 2eivV(.,o) (ti5)

.

0

—— —
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Since V1(l, O) = O it follows
the only one which contributes

Q.

31

that the circulatory component of flow is

to the value of O and

2eiv*2(l,0)
.

(IL6)

From equation (79) it follows that

()e-ivx~ eivx
ax $2 =$

and, consequently,

p’%J:=J’ei’’xiw‘

(117)

(u8)

Since $2(-1,0) = O! there follows from equation (IJ.8)the relation

eiv~2(l,0) = [ eivcosc (j<),+‘c

and, with W from-equation (8o), there is obtained

(llg)

for Q . ‘

eiv Cos ~
ten(c) d~

(120)

For numerical applications it will be necessary to evaluate the
integrals in equation (120) for the chos’envalues of the parameters v
and R. This can be done in a manner which is analogous to the method
of evaluation of the coefficients Zm in equations ~65) to (68).

CALCULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL ~ORRECTIONS TO

TWO-DIMENSIONAL THEORY

In what follows there is indicated a procedure of incorporating
the results of the two-tiensional theory corrections taking account

in

—..—.—--- —--L.—— .——..—— —.—. —— . . ~— — --——
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.

approximately of the tbxee-dimensionalityof the flow over wings of finite
span. This procedure is based on an approximate integral equation of the
three-dimensionalproblem as given in an earlier report (reference 7).
For the sake of clarity, attention is restricted in what follows to the
case of a lifting surface of rectangular plan form, although the results
of reference 7 were obtained for lifting surfaces tith taper and mode~te
sweep as well.

In considering the three-dimensionalproblem, besides the coordi-
nates X and Z for the two-dimensional problem,a spanwise coordinate Y
is introduced. The plan form of the lifting

so that s is the value of the aspect ratio
two dimensionless coordinates are introduced

and

surface is given by

(Ml)

of the surface. The following
further:

(122)

(123)

The final result of reference 7was an integral equation which, for
the rectangular-plan-form wing, is of the following fonu:

i

1
“g(x,y)= -J& A(~,y)G(x - E; ~)..dg +fl(y)F(x) +

-1 .

(12k) ‘

.

— — -.
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‘I’hequantities g,”~, and v
G, F, and K are defined as

.
33

,.

have been defined earlier. The functions A,
f01.lows:

G(x - E;tc)=-

,A

1-

= ~ W-(x,y,o)

ax
(125)

I
m

-ivEG(xjj’(x) =&!. ‘e - ~; K) d~
a 1

(127)

p)= M {(M &9 kslf 1
8(1 - M2) ~ - q*

)-p-’” +

(128)

L

J’
-u ‘le-tiJzw ‘1

(‘+’2 P= )]+iMdTdu’ (13)
-m

.- . . .. —.— — .——— ~— ... ..— — — —.. — .—. ...— _ -.—. — —-—. ..— ——
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To effect the solution of
follows ● Write equation (124)

g(x,y) - e“IVXQ =

where

NACA TN 2363

.

the integral equation (124) proce~d as
in the form - “

J
1

Q= ~Kdq*
-1, m*

(130)

(131)

Ewation (130) indicates that the solution of the three-dimensional
problem is equivalent to the solution of a two-dimensional problem with
a modified downwash function g +,&, where

It must next be
duwnwash affects the
problem.

Returning first

&=-e
-ivxQ (133)

shown how this modification of the two-dimensional
previously discussed solution of the two-dimensional

to the noncirculatory portion of the two-dimensional
solution, equ~tion (54),.it is evident t~t the Ag term is responsible
for a change of the coefficients ,% into ~ + A%. The coefficients ~

are given as before by equation (56), except that now they are functions
of y.

bn(y) =
J
OfiSill~ g(x;y)s~({) d~ (x = Cos g) (134)

The correction coefficients Abn

J

n
Abn = -Q sin

o

are correspondingly given by

~ e-iv cos~ s~(~) d< (135) , ,

The integrals on the right of equation (135) may be evaluated once for
all. The integrals on the right of equation (134) are the same as those
which must be evaluated for the solution of the two-dimensional problem
and for which series representations for bending-torsion motions are listed
in equations (72) and (75). - .

-.
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Coming next to the circulatory portion
that the only modification here consists in

35

of the flow, it is evident
assuming that the arbitrary

coefficients”A and B in solution (86) are
coordinate y. The two functions A and B
as before, in accordance with equation (98).
here in the form

JL(YPA+ MY)PB=O

functions of the spanwise
are related to each other,
This relation may be given

(136) -

where PA and pB are defined with reference to equation (98).

The next step consists in the satisfaction of the trailing-edge con-
dition. This condition is analogous to equation (l-l&)except that now it
is neceseary to write ~ +Abn instead of ~. Thus, ~~

A(Y)QA-+ MY)QB = X(%+%)s~t(0)Sen(O) : (137)

where QA and

In view of
equation (137),

QB are defined in accordance with equation (1.14).

equation (135) there may be written, instead of

A(Y)QA+ B(Y)QB+Q(Y)QC = ~ %se/ (o)Sen(0) (138)

where the coefficient Qc iB defined”by

Qc = ~ sent (0) Sen(O) ~fi sin c ~ivcos c sen([) dc (139)
o

The function Q(y) is definedby equation (131). In equation (131) it
is necessary to express Oin terms of A andBj in accordance with
equation (120)0 To this end, eqwtlon (120) may be written in the form>

S2=ARA+BRB

Then,

(140)

(141)

-. . . . .. ——...——.— .— -— . . . .—— —— -.-— -— .——.____ - .—--—..—
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Combination of equations (141) and (138) gives

/

%

/

la “
QAA(Y) + QCRA -1 ~ K @* + Q@(y) + QCRB _K~*=

-1 d?*

-

Equations (142)
developments, so far

(142)

and (L36) represent the main resuit of the present
as the calculation of three-dimensional corrections

to the two-dimensional theo~’is concerned.

Having calculated A and B in accordance with eqmtions (142)
and (136), t-hecirculatory,componentof the pressure distribution follows
from equation (87), while the noncirculatory pressure distribution follows ‘
from equation (57), where ~ is replacedby ~ + Abn. In equation (135) ,,

for A% the quantity’ Q is to be taken from .equation(141).

The foregoing explanation indicates that the major difficulty in
calculating three-dimensional corrections, once the results of the two-
dimensional theory are known, consists in evaluating the integrals

and
..

In order to do this, it is necessary to have the numerical values for the
function K, as definedby equations (128) and (13). Once the func-
tion K is calculated, the determination of three-dimensional correc- ‘
tions to the two-dimensional theory can be effected in a manner analogous
to what has previously been done for the corresponding problem of incom-
pressible flow, either in accordance with reference 9 or in accordance
with any modifications of the scheme used in reference 9.

—

A
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The following further development of the precefig scheme establishes .
a somewhat closer connection with the corresponding results for the.
problem of incompressible flow. Solve equations (136) and (lkO) for A
and B, as follows:

A=
‘B

‘APB - %PA o
1

‘PA
B= Q r’

(143)

‘APB-WA J -
Combination of equations (143) and (87) gives the circulatory pressure
distribution at”the airfoil in terms of the circulation function S1. An
integral equation for the function, Sl is obtained by combining-equa-
tions (138) and (143), in the following form:

QA_pB- Q#A
Q(y) + Qc!1 dfl—Kdq*= Z%se# (o)Sen(0)

‘APB - R$?A -1 d~* ,.
(144)

In analog with the corresponding results for the problem of incompressible
flow, a function V(k,M) maybe definedby

RAPB - R#A
p(k,M) = Qc

QAPB - ~PA
(145)

It qay further be written

*(2)(Y) =x-
Qc ~%s%’ (o)s&(0)

Equation (1~) then assumes the form

(146)

(147)

__ _. —-. _— —. . . . ..— .—— ——. . ———.—— —-
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In this form
equation for

NACA m? 2363

equation (147) is of the same appea%ce as a corresponding
incompressible flow (reference 9). Equation (147) is valid

for lifting surfaces with rectangular plan form. The corresponding equa-
tion for arbitrary plan form, provided sweep is moderate, may also quite
readily be established on the basis of the results in reference 7.

SUMMARY OF RESllLTS

It has been shown thd the amplitude of the pressure distribution
on a rectangular-plan-fomnairfoil oscillating with frequency m is
given by the following formulas:

– (1) + ~ (2)
Fa = Pa a

[xPJJ eipcosc ivy(Q___ (bn + %)sen(!)sen(0) -a b

1
Q(y)

‘A ~~~cen(~)
‘APB - ?#A

– (1)In the equations for ya and FJ2)

kM2
P = M=:

1- M2

k
v=

1 - M2

x
Cosc =x==

K= kM

1-M2

.

.

.

——— .. .
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!I?heMathieu functions S%, ten, Sen, and Cen are defined by’equa-

tions (45) to (49), (53)j ~d (54).

The coefficients ~ are defined by

where

and

~*=;

The coefficients ~ and pn are def~ed by

an .
I~ficos (K cos !.) cen(~) d’

Cen(0)

f
sin (tccos ~) cen(~) d~

Bn=o
tcCen(0)

-.—- ---- .—— —- -. —.. — -—-—
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.

The coefficients P and R in the equation for ~a(2) are defined by
\

PA=e-iV(tc sin~-iVcostc)+ “

PB = e-iv
(
Cos K +

)
‘v intc+~s

and.

The function Q is to be determined

,

from the integral equation

where

RAPB - R#A
~(k,M) = Qc

‘APB - %3PA

.

I

/-

.
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and

Q=

and where the coefficients QA,

41

1 bnsen’(0)Sen(O)

QA “ z ~cen(o)

The kernel K of the inte~l equation is definedby equations (128)
and (129) and wilJ not be repeated here.

The results of the tw-dimensional theory are contained in the
foregoing equations. They appear when U/d~* =0 wh.ichmakes A~=O

– (1)in the equation for pa and G= Q(2) in the equation for the
circulation function.

Massachusetts tistitute of Technolo~
Cambridge, Mass., May 16, 1949

1-
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